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	Scalability Patterns: Best Practices for Designing High Volume Websites, 9781484210741 (1484210743), Apress, 2018

	
		In this book, the CEO of Cazton, Inc. and internationally-acclaimed speaker, Chander Dhall, demonstrates current website design scalability patterns and takes a pragmatic approach to explaining their pros and cons to show you how to select the appropriate pattern for your site. He then tests the patterns by deliberately forcing them to fail and exposing potential flaws before discussing how to design the optimal pattern to match your scale requirements. The author explains the use of polyglot programming and how to match the right patterns to your business needs. He also details several No-SQL patterns and explains the fundamentals of different paradigms of No-SQL by showing complementary strategies of using them along with relational databases to achieve the best results. He also teaches how to make the scalability pattern work with a real-world microservices pattern. 

	
		With the proliferation of countless electronic devices and the ever growing number of Internet users, the scalability of websites has become an increasingly important challenge. Scalability, even though highly coveted, may not be so easy to achieve. Think that you can't attain responsiveness along with scalability? Chander Dhall will demonstrate that, in fact, they go hand in hand.

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Architect and develop applications so that they are easy to scale. 
	
			Learn different scaling and partitioning options and the combinations. 
	
			Learn techniques to speed up responsiveness. 
	
			Deep dive into caching, column-family databases, document databases, search engines and RDBMS. 
	
			Learn scalability and responsiveness concepts that are usually ignored.
	
			Effectively balance scalability, performance, responsiveness, and availability while minimizing downtime.


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		Executives (CXOs), software architects , developers, and IT Pros
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jQuery 1.3 with PHPPackt Publishing, 2009
To make PHP applications that respond quickly, avoid unnecessary page reloads, and provide great user interfaces, often requires complex JavaScript techniques and even then, if you get that far, they might not even work across different browsers! With jQuery, you can use one of the most popular JavaScript libraries, forget about cross-browser...

		

Implementing Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Part 1 (CIPT1) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Professional certifications have been an important part of the computing industry for many years and will continue to become more important. Many reasons exist for these certifications, but the most popularly cited reason is that of credibility. All other considerations held equal, the certified employee/consultant/job candidate is considered more...

		

Mechanical Science: v. IINew Age Publications, 2009

	The syllabus of Mechanical Science-II as designed by WBUT explains the important Chapters of Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics. The book covers all the topics of the syllabus in a well explained and easily understandable manner to the students. In addition to this, many numerical examples have been worked out for each chapter. Multiple...





	

A Complete Guide to PivotTables: A Visual ApproachApress, 2004
PivotTables are powerful data analysis tools, yet most Excel users don’t use  them to their fullest potential. A Complete Guide to PivotTables: A Visual  Approach shows you why PivotTables are so versatile for data analysis and  how you can leverage PivotTables to rapidly spot trends and make fast business  decisions on mountains...


		

Grinnell: America's Environmental Pioneer and His Restless Drive to Save the WestLiveright, 2019

	
		Winner • National Outdoor Book Award (History/Biography)

		Longlisted • PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for Biography

	
		Before Rachel Carson, there was George Bird Grinnell?the man whose prophetic vision did nothing less than launch American conservation.

	George...


		

Reason 2.5 Power!Course Technology PTR, 2003
Put the power of Reason 2.5 to work for you as you produce  amazing music. "Reason 2.5 Power!" shows you the ins and outs of this popular  program as you work your way through several in-depth tutorials designed to  teach you how to use Reason 2.5 to its fullest potential. With this book, you'll  dive right in and learn...
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